Primary Care Migraine Pathway in Adults
Migraine headache
Consider further investigation and/or
referral if a patient with a headache
disorder develops:
-worsening headache with fever
-sudden onset headache reaching
maximum intensity within 5 minutes
-new onset neurological deficit
-new onset cognitive dysfunction
-change in personality
-impaired level of consciousness
-recent (within last 3 months) head
trauma
-headache triggered by cough, valsalva
or sneeze
-headache triggered by exercise
-orthostatic headache
-symptoms suggestive of giant cell
arteritis
-signs and symptoms of acute narrow
angle glaucoma
-substantial change in the headache
characteristics

Consider further investigation and/or
referral for new onset headache
presenting with any of the following:
-compromised immunity
-age under 20 with a history of
malignancy
-history of malignancy known to
metastasise to the brain
-vomiting with no obvious cause

Discuss trigger factors

Consider if the patient should write a
headache diary for a minimum of 8 weeks to
record: i.e. download from the Migraine Trust.
- Frequency, duration, and severity of headaches.
- Any associated symptoms.
- Any prescribed and over-the-counter medications
taken to relieve headaches and their effect.
- Possible triggers.
- Relationship of headaches to menstruation.
The diary can also be used to assess the benefits
of any interventions.

Offer combination treatment with oral
sumatriptan 50-100mg and either an NSAID i.e.
ibuprofen (self-care) or paracetamol (self-care). If vomiting
restricts oral treatment consider non-oral formulations such as
zolmitriptan nasal spray* or sumatriptan injection. Consider
adding an anti-emetic even in the absence of nausea/vomiting
(non-oral treatment such as suppositories or buccal tablets
may be necessary)

Trigger factors for migraine
include:
-menstrual cycle in women
-stress
-relaxation following stress
-altered sleep patterns
-Foods: chocolate, cheese,
caffeine and alcohol are reported
triggers. Food should be
suspected if symptoms occur
within 6 hours of intake and the
effect is reproducible. A trial of
avoidance can be undertaken to
see if symptoms improve.
-strong smells
-bright lights
-dehydration and missed meals
-jet lag
-strenuous exercise in those
unaccustomed to it (regular
exercise may help prevent
migraine)
Offer simple, practical advice on
avoidance of triggers bearing in
mind avoidance may not always
be possible.

Review after the first pack of sumatriptan has
been used
Treatment inadequate or poorly tolerated
Treatment effective and
well tolerated

Reconfirm diagnosis, reassess lifestyle advice, check usage is
correct and rule out medication overuse headache

Continue indefinitely with appropriate review.
Consider prescribing a different triptan,
refer to formulary.
Poor response to treatment
It is essential to confirm the diagnosis if triptans are
proving ineffective as repeated failure is rare with
fewer than 10-20% of people not responding to
three consecutive treatment courses.
Possible reasons for a poor response to triptans in a
person with migraine include:
- Triptans used too little, too late in an attack or
conversely used too much.
- Inadequate medication for the degree of
disability caused by migraine, the patient may
be using an unsuitable triptan or formulation.
- Failure to use adjunctive medication such as
analgesics or anti-emetics.

If two or more triptans tried unsuccessfully, or treatment is
successful but attacks are frequent

Exclude Medication overuse headache and then consider
preventive treatment: either
Propranolol - Initially 80 mg daily (as 40 mg BD, or 80 mg modified-release OD).The
dose may be increased in increments up to 240mg daily.
Amitriptyline (unlicensed) - Initially 10 mg at night, then increased if necessary to
50–75 mg at night (max 150 mg).
Topiramate - Initially 25 mg at night for 1 week, then increase in steps of 25 mg at weekly
intervals. The usual dosage is 50–100 mg daily in 2 divided doses and the
maximum dosage is 200 mg daily. Caution - has teratogenic risk.
Review the need for preventive treatment at 6 months and consider reducing or
stopping treatment. For further info see https://cks.nice.org.uk/migraine

* Sumatriptan nasal spray is absorbed after swallowing and is therefore not a suitable alternative
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Migraine remains uncontrolled- Refer
patient to the migraine clinic.

